The Patent That Could Destroy Monsanto And Change The World…

If there’s anything you read – or share – let this be it. The content of this article has
potential to radically shift the world in a variety of positive ways. And as Monsanto
would love for this article to not go viral, all we can ask is that you share, share, share
the information being presented so that it can reach as many people as possible.
In 2006, a patent was granted to a man named Paul Stamets. Though Paul is the
world’s leading mycologist, his patent has received very little attention and exposure.
Why is that? Stated by executives in the pesticide industry, this patent represents “the
most disruptive technology we have ever witnessed.” And when the executives say
disruptive, they are referring to it being disruptive to the chemical pesticides industry.
What has Paul discovered? The mycologist has figured out how to use mother nature’s
own creations to keep insects from destroying crops. It’s what is being called SMART
pesticides. These pesticides provide safe & nearly permanent solution for controlling
over 200,000 species of insects – and all thanks to the ‘magic’ of mushrooms.

Paul does this by taking entomopathogenic Fungi (fungi that destroys insects) and
morphs it so it does not produce spores. In turn, this actually attracts the insects who
then eat and turn into fungi from the inside out!

This patent has potential to revolutionize the way humans grow crops – if it can be
allowed to reach mass exposure.
To tolerate the use of pesticides in modern agriculture is to deny evidence proving its
detrimental eﬀects against the environment. Such ignorance really can no longer be
tolerated. For example, can you imagine a world without bees?
Monsanto’s chemical concoctions which are being sprayed all over farmers’ fields
around the world are attributed to the large-scale bee die oﬀ. While a growing number
of countries are banning Monsanto, it’s still being used in in nations who should be
aware of its dangers. To say that new methods need to be implemented before it is too
late is an understatement…

How To Beat Monsanto At Their Own Game...
We don't need Monsanto's products. Learn how to make your own natural & eﬀective
pesticides at home to keep your garden organic. Subscribe to our free newsletter now
& discover just how easy it really is with our organic gardening & self-suﬃciency tips.

Enter your details below & click the instant access button...
Monsanto presently generates $16 billion dollars per year (as reported in 2014),
therefore you can be certain they do not want anything interrupting that flow of revenue.
Such income gives them nearly limitless resources and abilities to suppress information
that may be damaging their reputation.

But by becoming educated on the benefits of growing sustainable, organic, and biodynamic food, sharing articles like this, and boycotting GMO & herbicide-sprayed crops,
the corporate demon may soon get the message.
Here are helpful links to understand more about the incredible patent discussed above:
Here is a link to the patent we are speaking of…
http://www.google.com/patents/US7122176
A list of all the patents Paul has applied for:

http://patents.justia.com/inventor/paul-edward-stamets
Plenty of information about Paul Stamets:
http://www.fungi.com/about-paul-stamets.html
Wikipedia page about Paul Stamets:
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Stamets
And finally, here is a TedTalks video by Paul in 2008 called:

6 Ways Mushrooms Can Save The World…

Source: EWAO
If you like this idea, be sure to share it with your friends and inspire someone you
know. Anything becomes possible with just a little inspiration…

You Might Also Like...
Gardening & Self Suﬃciency Lifestyle Tips!
Join over 220,000 people that get our organic gardening & self suﬃciency lifestyle tips
via email. Simply enter your name and best email address below and click the "Get
Instant Access" Button now...

